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Felix Palmer, womanizer, gambler, sophisticated man-about-town... He's leading man for several ruthless
investors who've a stranglehold on the Bitcoin marketplace and they don't care and attention whom they hurt
within their quest for dominance. He's got the face of an angel but I understand what he's hiding behind that

sunny facade and it's really far from innocent. But I will quit them. And that appear in his eyes after we fake-
kiss . Carrying on my late father's business, I want to rid the world of this scum. Monitoring Felix transmits
me to the casinos of European countries where I adjust to the globe of the rich and popular while trying not
to see his slick attraction and outrageous sex charm. He's just trying to distract me so he and his cronies can
pull off their market manipulation under my nasal area. means nothing, best? I'm not falling for him. Cara
Cole, DETECTIVE AGENCY at your provider...I'm not really falling for this.Enemies-to-lovers tale with
guaranteed HEA. This is actually the second in some interwoven stories about the world's newest course of
billionaires, the Bitcoin billionaires, and the ladies who like them. This title can be available on KU for zero

Bitcoins.
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Good story This is an excellent second story in this series. Looking forward to reading Egan's story and to
finding out why he acts the way he does. I really like reading about complex items that gives material to a
tale more than just a regular romance book.I received an Progress Reader Copy and am voluntarily leaving
an assessment. It continues with Felix, Jack's brother, as the main personality and Cara from the prior
publication pursuing him around his poker tournaments to find out more about the mystery of the Bitcoin
owners and how they are manipulating the market. Looking forward to another one. This was an excellent
continuation of the Bitcoin series. Great continuation of the series.This was as much a great read since it was
an educational one. Can't wait to discover what happens in the next book! This one offers mystery about
Bitcoin and we delve a bit further into who the owners of Bitcoin are and where some of them live. Felix
was a lively, funny, carefree sort of person and it was amazing becoming in his world.I cannot wait to go
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through where the series goes next. There is a many more to both Cara and Felix than that which was shown
in the first reserve in the series.
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